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How do I scan for $DJ Industry Groups which are
outperforming $SPX?

Is it possible to detect the (upward) slope of a ticker/$SPX ratio ? I'm trying to scan for Industry groups which are
outperforming the SPX. thanks

relative  scan

First thing you have to decide is the period for the outperforming calculation, 1 day, 1 week, a month, year to date etc.

I would then use the Market carpet tool, selecting the Market Summary page. Look under the Major Indexes section
for the $SPX, also set the time period lets use 5 days.

http://stockcharts.com/freecharts/carpet.html?[SUM]

======

We see that over a 5 day period the $SPX has gone up 7.33%, now click on the US Industrials index section to bring it
up full screen.
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=======

You can also right click to bring up a sub menu and toggle off the "Show tickers symbols" and toggle on the "show
values". This will give you the 5 day % changes for all the various indexes, just look for the ones which are above the
7.33% we found previously for the $SPX.

=======

Now if you want to customize your own list of $DJ industry groups, just select from the stock symbols list and make
them into a fav list. I just copied all the symbols from a search of $DJ, about 250 tickers. Then I just pull up that list
and view it in Market Carpet mode, again looking for symbols exceeding the 7.33% of the $SPX.
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Hope this gives you some ideas.

Cheers Gord

If you are only interested in Dow Jones Groups you could put the following symbols into a chartlist...Check the %increase of the
$SPX for the time frame you want and then run a scan of your chartlist for symbols in that chartlist that have a better % than the
$SPX for the same time frame....Doug

$DJA,$DJAAG,$DJAAGT,$DJABO,$DJACC,$DJACN,$DJACT,$DJAEN,$DJAENT,$DJAGR,$DJAGRT,$DJAIG,$DJAIGT,
$DJAIN,$DJAINT,$DJAKC,$DJALC,$DJALH,$DJALI,$DJALIT,$DJAPE,$DJAPET,$DJAPR,$DJAPRT,$DJASB,$DJASO,
$DJASOT,$DJASY,$DJAU,$DJAUL,$DJAUM,$DJAUS,$DJAWH,$DJCASG,$DJCASV,$DJCB,$DJCBN600,$DJCBP,$DJCBTI,
$DJCHINA,$DJCHN88,$DJCTR,$DJDVP,$DJDVY,$DJECOM,$DJGEX,$DJGSP,$DJGT,$DJIMTR,$DJINET,$DJISVC,$DJITR,
$DJR,$DJSASD,$DJSH,$DJSHMB,$DJSINS,$DJSINV,$DJSM,$DJSMDQ,$DJSMT,$DJSOEP,$DJSOES,$DJSPHM,$DJSRBK,
$DJSZ,$DJTATO,$DJTBAK,$DJTBAS,$DJTCGS,$DJTCHE,$DJTCNS,$DJTENG,$DJTFOB,$DJTFVS,$DJTHCA,$DJTIGS,
$DJTINN,$DJTMDI,$DJTNCG,$DJTNCGE,$DJTRET,$DJTSEC,$DJTTEL,$DJTTHE,$DJTTR,$DJTUTS,$DJULTC,$DJULTCTR,
$DJUS,$DJUSAE,$DJUSAF,$DJUSAG,$DJUSAI,$DJUSAL,$DJUSAM,$DJUSAP,$DJUSAR,$DJUSAS,$DJUSAT,$DJUSAU,
$DJUSAV,$DJUSBC,$DJUSBD,$DJUSBE,$DJUSBK,$DJUSBM,$DJUSBS,$DJUSBT,$DJUSBV,$DJUSCA,$DJUSCC,$DJUSCE,
$DJUSCF,$DJUSCG,$DJUSCH,$DJUSCL,$DJUSCM,$DJUSCN,$DJUSCP,$DJUSCR,$DJUSCS,$DJUSCT,$DJUSCX,$DJUSCY,
$DJUSDB,$DJUSDN,$DJUSDR,$DJUSDS,$DJUSDV,$DJUSEC,$DJUSEE,$DJUSEN,$DJUSEU,$DJUSFA,$DJUSFB,$DJUSFC,
$DJUSFD,$DJUSFE,$DJUSFH,$DJUSFI,$DJUSFN,$DJUSFO,$DJUSFP,$DJUSFR,$DJUSFT,$DJUSFV,$DJUSGF,$DJUSGI,
$DJUSGL,$DJUSGM,$DJUSGR,$DJUSGS,$DJUSGT,$DJUSGU,$DJUSHB,$DJUSHC,$DJUSHD,$DJUSHG,$DJUSHI,$DJUSHN,
$DJUSHP,$DJUSHR,$DJUSHV,$DJUSIB,$DJUSID,$DJUSIF,$DJUSIG,$DJUSIL,$DJUSIM,$DJUSIN,$DJUSIP,$DJUSIQ,
$DJUSIR,$DJUSIS,$DJUSIT,$DJUSIU,$DJUSIV,$DJUSIX,$DJUSL,$DJUSLE,$DJUSLG,$DJUSLTR,$DJUSLW,$DJUSM,
$DJUSMC,$DJUSME,$DJUSMF,$DJUSMG,$DJUSMS,$DJUSMT,$DJUSMU,$DJUSNC,$DJUSNF,$DJUSNG,$DJUSNS,$DJUSOE,
$DJUSOG,$DJUSOI,$DJUSOL,$DJUSOQ,$DJUSOS,$DJUSPB,$DJUSPC,$DJUSPG,$DJUSPL,$DJUSPM,$DJUSPN,$DJUSPP,
$DJUSPR,$DJUSPT,$DJUSRA,$DJUSRB,$DJUSRD,$DJUSRE,$DJUSRH,$DJUSRI,$DJUSRP,$DJUSRQ,$DJUSRR,$DJUSRS,
$DJUSRT,$DJUSRU,$DJUSS,$DJUSSB,$DJUSSC,$DJUSSD,$DJUSSF,$DJUSSP,$DJUSST,$DJUSSV,$DJUSSW,$DJUSTB,
$DJUSTC,$DJUSTK,$DJUSTL,$DJUSTP,$DJUSTQ,$DJUSTR,$DJUSTS,$DJUSTT,$DJUSTY,$DJUSUO,$DJUSUT,$DJUSVA,
$DJUSVL,$DJUSVM,$DJUSVN,$DJUSVS,$DJUSWC,$DJUSWU,$DJUTR,$DJW,$DJX
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